Introduction
In this paper, we use the model of 'graph' that allows multiple edges but not loops; these are also called 'finite loopless multigraphs'. We use terms and notation of [1] , unless otherwise stated. A nontrivial 2-regular connected graph is called a circuit. For a graph G with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G), we define an equivalence relation ''∼'' on E(G) such that e 1 ∼ e 2 if e 1 = e 2 or if e 1 and e 2 form a circuit in G. Edges in the same equivalence class are parallel edges, and they have the same endpoints. For u, v ∈ V (G), let m(u, v) denote the number of parallel edges with endpoints u and v. The multiplicity of G, denoted by M(G), is the maximum size of an equivalence class. The simplification of G, denoted by G 0 , is the simple graph obtained by replacing each equivalence class by a single edge. For a graph H and a positive integer k, we define kH to be the graph obtained by replacing each edge of H by a class of k parallel edges. For
Group coloring was first introduced by Jeager et al. [2] . They introduced a concept of group connectivity as a generalization of nowhere-zero flows. They also introduced group coloring as a dual concept to group connectivity.
is a vertex incident with e in G, and the edge e is oriented from h D (e) to the other endpoint. The graph G under the orientation D is sometimes denoted by D(G). In D(G), an oriented edge is called an arc, and we write e = uv to mean h D (e) = u.
Let Γ be a nontrivial group and F (G, Γ ) be the set of all functions f :
when uv is an arc; D(G) is Γ -colorable if and only if for any f ∈ F (G, Γ ) there exists a (Γ , f )-coloring. It is known [2] that whether G is Γ -colorable is independent of the choice of the orientation. Therefore, we say simply that G is Γ -colorable when some orientation of G is Γ -colorable. The group chromatic number of a graph G, denoted by χ g (G), is defined to be the minimum positive integer m for which G is Γ -colorable for every group Γ of order at least m. (G) . The following results were proved under the assumptions that the groups involved are Abelian groups. However, they remain valid without this assumption. [5] ). For any connected simple graph G,
Theorem 1.1 (Lai and Zhang
with equality if and only if G is a cycle or G is complete.
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a simple graph. (i) (Lai and Zhang
The bound of Theorem 1.2(ii) is sharp. A 3-colorable simple planar graph with χ g (G) = 5 is constructed in [3] .
Note that although group coloring is a generalization of vertex coloring, they have different behaviors: for any bipartite graph G, χ (G) = 2 while χ g (G) can be arbitrary large. Lai and Zhang [5] showed that for any complete bipartite graph
Moreover, group coloring of multigraphs is different from that of simple graphs. Consider K 2 , for example. By Brooks' Theorem and Theorem 1.
The main purpose of this paper is to extend Theorem 1.1 to multigraphs.
Theorem 1.3. For any connected multigraph G,
χ g (G) ≤ ∆(G) + 1
where equality holds if and only if G is kC n or kK n for some positive integer k and n.
In order to prove our theorem, we will first show some properties of group coloring in Section 2. The upper bound of χ g (G) for multigraphs will be given in Section 3.
Elementary properties
In [5] , Lai and Zhang proved the following properties of χ g . Although they assumed that graphs are simple and groups are Abelian groups, these properties still hold without such assumptions, as their proofs did not utilize the property that the binary operations of the involved groups are commutative. 
Proposition 2.1 (Lai and Zhang [5]). If G is a multigraph and Γ is a group, then each of the following holds:
is not dependent on the choice of orientations of G. Furthermore, Proposition 2.1(ii) shows that it suffices to consider 2-connected graphs in our proofs. [5] ). If G is a multigraph and Γ is a group, then each of the following holds:
Proposition 2.2 (Lai and Zhang
An immediate corollary of Proposition 2.2(iii) is given below.
Corollary 2.3 (Lai and Zhang [5]). If G is a multigraph, then each of the following holds:
(i) χ g (G) ≤ max H⊆G {δ(H)} + 1. (ii) χ g (G) ≤ ∆(G) + 1.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a graph. Then for any k
Proof. By the definition of χ g (G), there exist a group Γ of order χ g (G) − 1 and a function f ∈ F (G, Γ ) such that there are no 
Group chromatic number of multigraphs
Brooks proved that for any connected graph G, χ (G) ≤ ∆(G) + 1 where equality holds if and only if either ∆(G) = 2 and G is an odd cycle or ∆(G) ≥ 3 and G is a complete graph. Lai and Zhang [5] Proof. We argue by contradiction and assume that ∀x, y ∈ S 2 , 
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is contained in almost every graph theory textbook which proves Brooks' Theorem. So it is omitted here.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Corollary 2.3(ii), we only need to show that when the equality holds, G must be either a kC n or a kK n . Let G be a graph such that χ g (G) = ∆(G) + 1 and n = |V (G)|. By Proposition 2.1(ii), we may assume that G is 2-connected.
Claim 1. G is regular.
If G not regular, then max H⊆G {δ(H)} ≤ ∆(G) − 1. Therefore, by Corollary 2.3(i), χ g (G) ≤ max H⊆G {δ(H)} + 1 ≤ ∆(G), a contradiction to χ g (G) = ∆(G) + 1.
Claim 2. G 0 is either a cycle or a complete graph.
Suppose that G 0 is neither a cycle nor a complete graph. Since χ g (G) = ∆(G) + 1, there exist a group Γ of order ∆(G) and a function f ∈ F (G, Γ ) such that G has no (Γ , f )-colorings.
By Lemma 3.2, G has three vertices v 1 , v 2 , v n such that v 1 v n ,v 2 v n ∈ E(G), v 1 v 2 ̸ ∈ E(G) and G − {v 1 , v 2 } is connected. Now we arrange the vertices of G − {v 1 , v 2 } in non-increasing order of their distance from v n , say v 3 , v 4 , . . . , v n . Then the list {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } is such that each vertex other than v n is adjacent to at least one vertex following it. Thus each vertex other than v n is adjacent to at most ∆(G) − 1 vertices preceding it.
Let D be an orientation such that every arc between v i and v j is directed from v j to v i if i < j and from v i to v j otherwise. Define a map c : V (G) → Γ as follows. For i = 1, 2, let e i denote an arc from v n to v i . Choose
If G = kC n , then by Corollary 2.3(ii) and Lemma 2.4,
Assume that G ̸ = kC n . By Claim 1, G is regular. It follows that G must satisfy both 
